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Abstract:

The paper considers an approach to attack modelling in Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) systems. The suggested approach incorporates usage of service dependency graphs and zero-day
vulnerabilities to produce attack graph, calculation of security metrics based on attack graph and service
dependencies and advanced any-time techniques for attack graph generation and security evaluation, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexity of computer network security
management causes the necessity to develop
powerful automated security analysis components
which can be important components of Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems
(Miller et al., 2011); (MASSIF, 2012). These
components should allow finding and correcting
errors in the network configuration, reveal possible
assault actions for different security threats,
determine critical network resources and choose an
effective security policy and security mechanisms
appropriate to current threats.
The paper considers attack modelling security
evaluation processes, intended to be implemented
for the security analysis in SIEM systems.
There are a lot of papers, which consider
different approaches to attack modelling and
security evaluation taking into account various
classes of attacks. In (Huang and Wicks, 1998);
(Moore et al., 2001); (Dawkins et al., 2002) attacks
are described and modelled in a structured and
reusable “tree”-based form. Different approaches,
which use attack graphs and trees for security
analysis, have been suggested. Hariri et al. (Hariri et
al., 2003) calculate global metrics to analyze and
proactively manage the effects of complex network
faults and attacks. Noel et al. (Noel et al., 2003);
(Wang et al., 2006) propose a risk based technique
based on determining the minimum-cost network

hardening via exploit dependency graphs. Kotenko
and Stepashkin (Kotenko and Stepashkin, 2006);
(Kotenko et al., 2011) are focused on security
metrics computations based on attack graph
representation of malefactor behaviour. Lippmann
and Ingols (Lippmann and Ingols, 2006); (Ingols et
al., 2009) propose to use attack graphs to detect
firewall configuration defects and host critical
vulnerabilities. Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2008);
(Wang et al., 2011) propose an approach to calculate
attack resistance metrics based on probabilistic
scores by combining CVSS scores (CVSS, 2012).
Kheir et al. (Kheir et al., 2010) suggest an
implementation of confidentiality, integrity and
availability metrics using the notion of privilege,
which is inspired by access permissions within
access control policies.
We suggest an approach based on the following
main procedures: usage of comprehensive internal
security repository and open security databases;
generation of attack trees considering service
dependency graphs and zero-day vulnerabilities;
application of anytime algorithms to provide near
real-time attack modelling; usage of attack graphs to
predict possible malefactor’s actions; calculation of
a multitude of security metrics, attack and response
impacts; interactive decision support to select the
security solutions. The main difference of the
offered approach from the already suggested ones is
the integration of these functionalities in one
component to achieve better results in near real time
effective attack modelling and security evaluation.
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In the paper we discuss the architectural solution
of the proposed Attack Modelling and Security
Evaluation Component (AMSEC) as one of the
important SIEM subsystem and the techniques used
to realize main AMSEC functionality. To illustrate
these architecture and techniques we developed a
software prototype and carried out experiments for
different case-studies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the AMSEC framework. In
Section 3, we describe the AMSEC implementation
and an example of experiments. Conclusion analyzes
the paper results and future research.

2

FRAMEWORK

According to the analysis of state-of-the-art in attack
modelling we selected the following key elements to
be included in the architectural solution of AMSEC
as part of the SIEM-system:
 Comprehensive security data repository;
 Effective attack tree and service dependencies
generation techniques based on TVA (Topological
Vulnerability Analysis) approach which enumerates
potential sequences of exploits of known
vulnerabilities to build attack graphs;
 Attack graph generation considering both known
and zero-day vulnerabilities;
 Usage of anytime algorithms for near-real time
attack sub-graph (re)generation and analytical
modelling;
 Stochastic analytical modelling;
 Combined usage of attack graphs and service
dependency graphs;
 Security metric calculation, including attack
impact, response efficiency, response collateral
damages, attack potentiality, attacker skill level
assessment, etc.;
 Interactive decision support to select the
solutions on security measures/tools by defining
their preferences regarding different types of
requirements (risks, costs, benefits) and setting
trade-offs between high-level security objectives.
To bind the key elements we developed the
following generalized architecture of AMSEC. The
brief descriptions of the AMSEC’s modules and
their functions are given below.
Network interface supports interaction with
external environment (sending requests to external
databases and communicating with data sources).
Interactive decision support module provides the
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user (decision maker) with the ability to select the
solutions on countermeasures by defining their
preferences
regarding
different
types
of
requirements and setting trade-offs between objects.
Decision support can include three phases: setting
feasible security solutions (security measures/tools);
identification of efficient (Pareto-optimal) security
solutions; selection (generation) of the final solution.
Generator of system and security policy
specification converts the information about network
configuration and security policy received from the
data collection and correlation components or user
into internal representation. It is supposed, that at the
design stage, this information is specified on special
System Description Language and Security Policy
Language. Used specifications of the analyzed
network (system) and the security policy should
describe network components with the necessary
degree of detail, for example, the used software
should be set in the form of names and versions.
Data repository updater downloads the open
databases of vulnerabilities, attacks, configuration,
weaknesses, platforms, countermeasures, etc., for
example, National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
(NVD, 2012), Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) (CVE, 2012), Common Platform
Enumeration (CPE) (CPE, 2012), and then translates
them into the AMSEC security data repository.
Reports generator shows vulnerabilities detected
by AMSEC, represents “weak” places, generates
recommendations on strengthening the security
level, etc.
Security repository is a hybrid (relational, XMLbased and triplet-based) data storage which contains
information necessary for attack graph generation
and analysis. We suggest to use a set of MSM
related standards (MSM, 2012) or other related
standards for the common enumeration, expression
and reporting of cyber-security-related information
as the basis for the design of the common security
repository.
Malefactor Modeller is responsible for
malefactor modelling and is used on both design and
exploitation stage of the AMSEC operation. On the
first phase it is used to build the set of all possible
attack graphs using preset characteristics of
malefactor (the malefactor profile) which are
determined by the user. Later on the second phase it
allows predicting the possible characteristics of the
malefactor according to the actions fulfilled.
Attack Graph Generator is responsible for attack
graph building. In our approach we use hierarchical
model of attack scenarios which consists of three
levels: integrated, script and actions levels.
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The algorithm of generating the common attack
graph is based on the attack scenarios model. The
result of the algorithm is attack graph which
describes the possible routes of attack actions in the
view of malefactor’s initial position, skill level,
network configuration and used security policy.
Attack Graph Generator operates in conjunction
with Manager of Service Dependencies and
Generator of Attack Graph Based on Zero-day
Vulnerabilities to obtain more precise results in
attack modelling. The usage of service dependency
graphs makes it possible to exclude information
about attack impacts from the attack graph and to
use the dependency graph in order to simulate
impacts and obtain a dynamic evaluation of an
attack impact. In our approach we take to into
account zero-day vulnerabilities to generate attack
graph. To do this we modified the approach
suggested in (Ingols et al., 2009) by adding
additional characteristics which define probability of
existence of the zero day vulnerability. The main
idea is to automate process of selection of hosts
which are likely to have zero day vulnerabilities then
others (instead of manual search).
The attack graph is based on the network model
and the probabilities of vulnerabilities defined as
weight coefficients. The net of the connected
information sensors that are able to detect attacks is
formed in the real network. The monitoring system
allows constructing general view about the events
that take place in the network according to the
information sensors.
Security Evaluator is responsible for qualitative
and quantitative assessment of the system security.
For qualitative express assessment of the network
security we planning to use several approaches
which are based on different security metrics, risk
analysis and security evaluation techniques.
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software and hardware to match NVD dictionary.
Security Level Evaluator makes topological
vulnerability analysis and evaluates the security
level of the network.
A set of experiments with the prototype of
AMSEC was conducted. The prototype makes use of
two
scenarios
(MASSIF, 2012):
“Managed
Enterprise Service Infrastructures” and “Critical
Infrastructure Process Control (Dam)”.
Let us consider the experiments where we chose
a malefactor located outside the controlled network
of the dam infrastructure. After constructing the
attack graph, the AMSEC provides the following
information: the malefactor knowledge after all
possible attacks, the attack tree in the graphic form
and the log of the malefactor’s actions. Figure 1
illustrates different attacks traces that the malefactor
can perform in the tested network. The malefactor,
carrying out attack actions, is located in the centre of
the spherical representation. The other icons are as
follows: “A” – an attack action, “S” – a scenario
which does not use vulnerabilities (for example, host
discovery (PING)), “V” – an attack action which
exploits some vulnerability. According to the
suggested metrics the security level of the tested
network is evaluated.

EXPERIMENTS

By now a prototype of AMSEC, which can generate
possible attack trees for a predefined network and
evaluate the network security level, was
implemented. It contains three basic components:
VDBUpdater, Network Constructor and Security
Level Evaluator. Additionally the prototype includes
the MySQL database as a common repository.
VDBUpdater allows updating the internal database
of known vulnerabilities, using information obtained
from National Vulnerability Database (NVD, 2012).
Network Constructor allows creating models of
tested computer networks and checks selected

Figure 1: Attack graph.
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CONCLUSIONS

In the paper we presented our approach to the attack
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modelling and security evaluation. We also
described the developed prototype of the AMSEC,
which can generate a possible attack tree for a
predefined network and a simple experiment was
considered.
The future steps of the research will be devoted
to detailed elaboration of all AMSEC components.
One of the important research issues is development
of techniques which can cope with large networks,
such as those in enterprise infrastructure.
Also it is planned to optimize the generation of
attack trees through the use of the ontology based
repository, to expand the list of parameters,
characterizing the hosts and the network, to improve
the malefactor model, and to add currently
unrealized components.
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